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CHAPTER FIVE - THE COLLECTOR AND HIS CIRCLE

I BUYING PICTURES
With cultivated tastes and two houses to furnish, it is not at all surprising that the Angersteins bought
pictures to complement the family portraits by Reynolds and Lawrence. A century before Anna's greatgrandparents Roelof and Maria Meulenaer had been painted by Ferdinand Bol, a pupil of Rembrandt's; and
a large collection of paintings from Muilman family sources was given to the Rijksmuseum in 18701 so that
Anna too may well have been interested in art. Much attention has been lavished on the 38 works which
eventually were bought from Angerstein's estate to form the nucleus of the National Gallery; but these were
only a part of the collection which decorated the walls of Pall Mall and Woodlands. As well as those sold by
the family as the nineteenth century advanced, Angerstein's grandson held a number of pictures as
heirlooms2 including works described as by Claude, Rubens, Titian, Carlo Dolci, van der Weyden, van Dyck
and Paolo Veronese which either escaped the notice of Joseph Farington or were bought before he began
observing Angerstein's activities around 1795.
Angerstein and his wives could indulge themselves by buying pictures of whatever school they chose,
and it is almost certainly wrong to describe the picture by Aelbert Cuyp called A Hilly River Landscape,
which he bought in 1794', as one of his earliest purchases (save perhaps among the future National Gallery
pictures). His more modern works including several pictures by Sir Joshua Reynolds, most notably Garrick
between Tragedy and Comedy. It seems that that picture was one of Angerstein's favourites: it was hung at
Woodlands, where he spent much of his time in his latter years, and it was never offered to the State.
The Angersteins had plenty of advice available if they wished to take advantage of it. William Lock
learnt a lot on his Tour, had been friendly with Sir Joshua Reynolds and was celebrated for his artistic
appreciation. Frederica Lock was the daughter of Sir Luke Schaub, who had had a varied and valuable
collection. Benjamin West, who succeeded Reynolds as President of the Royal Academy, was Angerstein's
near-contemporary, and had a considerable reputation as a painter of historical subjects. Angerstein enjoyed
West's company but did not own any of his works; and in the same way Angerstein later entertained Joseph
Farington regularly, listened to his views on artistic topics, but never bought any of his pictures. The man
who is usually regarded as Angerstein's principal adviser is Thomas Lawrence: but the extent and timing of
his possible contribution must be considered in the light of his age and experience. He had arrived in London
as an eighteen year-old in 1787, but the demand for his portraits soon became so great that he was able to
spend little time studying. Thus in the 1790s he cannot have had time to form a mature opinion of the merits
of, say, particular Dutch or Italian Old Masters, especially since he had seen relatively few, having made no
visits to Rome or to any of the other artistic centres of Europe4. The Angersteins were no parvenus coming
into the art market for the first time, and they doubtless welcomed the views of Lawrence while half
regarding him as a talented but wayward (financially and later romantically) favourite. But in the last resort
Angerstein surely took his own decisions. He did not need to think of making a good investment when he
bought the Cuyp in 1794; and although the sums involved were larger in 1797, the six pictures forming
Hogarth's Marriage a la Mode (each approximately 3ft by 2ft) were surely bought to ornament the
Angerstein's dining-room rather than with an eye to profit or to enhance some putative 'collection'5.
There is, however, one way in which Lawrence perhaps had an early effect upon Angerstein, who moved
gradually from buying pictures which he enjoyed towards collecting works of art which were numbered
among the "best' - and the most expensive - in the world. The Royal Academy was at this time the dominant
force among professional artists, and the Annual Exhibition was one of the major events of the social season.
Invitations to the Academy Dinner were much sought after, and nominations by Academicians were
carefully scrutinized by the Council. In 1796 Lawrence invited the younger William Lock, who was two
years older than he was, and who had studied at the Academy School as an amateur6. In 1797 Lawrence,
perhaps by this time more self-assured, nominated Samuel Lysons (an antiquary friend), Angerstein and
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Ayscoghe Boucherett. On 29'1 April Lawrence and his guests went to the dinner, which was attended by
most of the art establishment - the professionals (the Academicians) and the amateurs (the connoisseurs and
collectors). The Lawrence party sat near Sir George Beaumont (who later gave a collection of pictures to
the National Gallery), Lord Inchiquin (married to Reynolds's niece and heiress) Sir Joseph Banks and many
others; and perhaps Angerstein the art-collector was bom that evening .
The 1797 Academy exhibition included a picture of the Fern House at Norbury Park by an artist who was
even younger than Lawrence - J M W Turner. Dr Thomas Monro was an early patron of Turner, who spent
many evenings drawing at the doctor's house off the Strand; and Monro also had a house at Fetcham, not far
from Norbury, and perhaps introduced the young man to William Lock. If the conversation turned to Claude,
Lock could have said that he had once owned Seaport: the Embarkation of St Ursula by that artist and that it
now belonged to his good friend Angerstein, to whom in turn he perhaps gave Turner an introduction. One
of the latter's contemporaries recalled what happened:
When Turner was very young he went to see Angerstein's pictures, Angerstein came into the room
while the young man was looking at the Sea Port by Claude, and spoke to him. Turner was
awkward, agitated and burst into tears. Mr Angerstein enquired the cause and pressed for an answer,
when Turner said passionately, 'Because I shall never be able to paint anything like that picture' 8 .
In 1799 Turner exhibited a watercolour of Caernarvon Castle at the Royal Academy which has been
described as:
Turner's first response to one of the most fruitful of all influences on him, the sunset harbours of
Claude...9
Turner told Farington that:
Mr Angerstein is to give him 40 guineas for his drawing of Caernarvon Castle. The price was fixed
by Mr A and was much greater than Turner would have asked10.
Haifa century later, when Turner bequeathed a large collection of his works to the nation, he asked that one
of his major pictures Dido Building Carthage should be hung between two further Claudes which
Angerstein was to acquire in 1803 so that his work would stand comparison with them. Just when
Angerstein had bought the St Ursula is unclear. William Lock sold it 'on leaving his house in Portman
Square' and it passed through various hands before being sold to Angerstein by the art dealer William
Buchanan for £2,500, probably in the early 1790s11.
At a more mundane level Angerstein was persuaded, some days after the 1799 Academy dinner, to buy
two pictures by Robert Smirke which he soon decided he did not like very much, first complaining that they
were 'too blue' and then jibbing at paying extra for the frames12. The subject was Don Quixote, and Smirke
was a well-regarded painter of the period, but Angerstein was not easily satisfied, though in the end the
pictures stayed in the family for many years.
The upheavals of the war meant that several collections of pictures were brought from Europe to London
for dispersal so that men like Angerstein had exceptional opportunities to buy works of art. Dr Gustav
Waagen, whose book Works of Art and Artists in England was first published in 1837, described the
situation:
...for, when the storm of the French Revolution burst over the different countries of Europe, and
shook the the foundations of the property of states, as well as individuals, the general distress, and
the insecurity of property, brought an immense number of works of art into the market, which had
for centuries adorned the altars of the churches as inviolably sacred, or ornamented the palaces of
the great, as memorials of ancient wealth and splendour. Of these works of art, England has found
means to obtain the most and the best...13
None of the collections offered in London was more celebrated than that of the Due d'Orléans, who took the
name Philippe Egalité: one time it was believed that he aimed to become the constitutional king of France.
The Due's ambitions and life-style meant that he had financial problems like those of his friend the Prince of
Wales (to whom he once lent a substantial sum of money). Walter Boyd had been a banker in Paris before he
set up in business in London, and among his clients had been the Due. Boyd was closely associated with a
prominent banker in Brussels named Edouard de Walckiers and the latter's cousin Francois de Laborde, who
was a French aristocrat and the son of a banker. In a series of transactions in early 1790, the Due was paid
the equivalent of some £100,000 for annuities secured on his hereditary estates, initially by Boyd on de
Walckiers' behalf and later bought from the latter by Boyd. Soon afterwards both the Due and Boyd were
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strongly criticised for doing a deal whereby Boyd bought a half share in the dowry which had been provided
as a French government obligation to the Due's aunt and which the Due had inherited14.
The Due's art collection had come from a number of sources, and included paintings once owned by
Queen Christina of Sweden, Philip II of Spain and Cardinal Richelieu: it contained fine German, Dutch and
Flemish pictures, and even more important works by Italian and French artists. At some stage the collection
was divided into two halves, and an Englishman named Thomas Moore Slade, backed by a syndicate,
bought the German, Dutch and Flemish part in 1792 for the equivalent of some £10,000, taking them to
London where they were sold, apparently successfully, in the spring of 1793, though Angerstein is not
recorded as a buyer. According to Slade's account he bought the pictures directly from the Due, but it seems
possible that they were mortgaged to the French bank which had bought the other half share in the dowry,
because the much more valuable French and Italian pictures came into the hands of Edouard de Walckiers at
a price of roughly £25,000. Realising that his life might be in danger, de Laborde fled to England in March
1793 after selling his estates to his father, and in order to save part of his fortune bought the French and
Italian Orleans pictures from de Walckiers, who shipped them to London for him. Soon afterwards de
Laborde père was guillotined15.
In spite of the successful sale of the first part of the Orleans collection, de Laborde's pictures were not put
on the market. This may be because he had borrowed against them, or, perhaps because he did not have a
clear title to them. His father had managed to send some money to London before his death, but his family
could not use it because there were no letters of administration and it was held in Chancery until matters
were cleared up16. As late as March 1797, Farington wrote in his diary that Sir George Beaumont had seen
the collection17, though there was no question of Sir George being offered any pictures in spite of the fact
that de Laborde had been in London for four years, during which time his principal asset had been totally
unproductive. At some stage Boyd, reestablished in London, made an advance which was 'apparently
unsecured' to de Laborde18, and it seems possible that the pictures were an unspoken security. By whatever
means the problems were eventually solved, and the collection came into the hands of Jeremiah Harman, a
banker who had done business with Boyd and his associates for many years, though whether Harman was an
arms' length buyer or foreclosing on a loan is unclear. Harman in turn sold out to a syndicate led by the
Duke of Bridgwater, and the pictures were offered for sale in December 1798 by the picture dealer Michael
Bryan, save those which the Bridgwater syndicate kept for themselves.
Finally the Orleans collection was exhibited and:
On the first morning of opening for the private view to the principal amateurs, the late Mr
Angerstein became a purchaser of some of the most important pictures in the collection; in
particular, of the Resurrection of Lazarus, by Sebastiano del Piombo, which he immediately, and
without hesitation, secured at the price demanded of 3,500 guineas. The late Sir Francis Baring was
likewise an early visitor, and named a certain number of those pictures which were marked for sale,
as objects which would suit his taste. The price demanded was 10,000 guineas; the offer made was
£10,000. Mr Bryan had no power to diminish. The worthy Baronet would not advance, and the
treaty was not concluded...19
Angerstein of course was no stranger to art sales. In 1792 he had been a mourner at the funeral of Sir Joshua
Reynolds20, and when the latter's large collection was sold in March 1795, Angerstein paid 140 guineas for
what was called Portrait of Rubens by van Dyck, but which is now more prosaically described as Three Men
after (?) van Dyck, though Edmund Burke, who was one of Sir Joshua's executors, is said to have
congratulated Angerstein after the sale on buying Reynolds's favourite picture . Soon afterwards the
mortgagees of an important collection built up by Charles Alexandre de Calonne (French Controller General
of Finance until dismissed by Louis XVI in 1787) put the pictures up for sale: this was the occasion when
Angerstein bought a female portrait by Rembrandt and promptly gave it to Lawrence. Angerstein bought
another van Dyck in 1798, which was then known as Portrait of Govartius but is now called Portrait of
Cornelis van der Geest, paying 340 guineas for it at a sale of Michael Bryan's pictures22. It is perfectly
possible that he may have bought other paintings for sizeable sums; but paying 3500 guineas for a picture even for one as important as the Sebastiano del Piombo - was in a different league, and Angerstein must
have been well-prepared in advance. He had helped Walter Boyd by guaranteeing part of the latter's loan
from the Bank of England; and if Boyd had played a part in the chain of transactions which transferred
ownership of the Orleans collection from the Due to the Earl of Bridgwater, then perhaps Angerstein, like
Sir George Beaumont, had had a chance to study the pictures in detail at some stage. Indeed Angerstein may
have perceived Sir George as a rival for the Sebastiano del Piombo because the latter had been 'in raptures'23
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over it. Many years later Lawrence described himself as being 'so instrumental in urging Mr Angerstein to
buy it'24.
The Raising of Lazarus is indeed an impressive picture, not only from its size (just under 4 metres high
by nearly 3 metres wide) but from its provenance. Cardinal Giulio de' Medici (later Pope Clement VII)
commissioned Raphael to paint a Transfiguration for Narbonne Cathedral. Sebastiano del Piombo, probably
with some assistance from Michelangelo, who was Raphael's rival, painted The Raising of Lazarus in
competition with the Raphael, and both were exhibited in 1520. The Cardinal decided to keep the
Transfiguration; and The Raising of Lazarus went to Narbonne Cathedral, where it stayed for about 200
years until it was bought by the Due d'Orléans's grandfather2^. The picture dominated Angerstein's collection
- there was just room between floor and cornice to display it at his Pall Mall house - and appropriately
enough it is Number One in the National Gallery list today.
Not satisfied with a single picture from the Orleans collection, Angerstein went on to acquire several
more. St John the Baptist seated in the Wilderness was described as being by Annibale Carracci and cost
£200, but it has now been demoted to 'Circle of Annibale Carracci'. The attribution to Annibale himself
stood at the time when Angerstein's pictures were valued in 1824, the Sebastiano del Piombo at £8,000 and
the St John the Baptist at £500. But Angerstein would have been well aware that another picture by Annibale
Carracci, smaller than his and called The Three Maries, was the most expensive picture in the entire Orleans
collection, having been taken by the 5 th Earl of Carlisle - a member of the Bridgewater syndicate - at a
valuation of £4,00026. Over a century later the widow of the 9th Earl gave The Three Maries to the National
Gallery.
Angerstein paid only £100 for Susannah and the Elders by Ludovico Carracci, which was referred to in a
letter as being in hand in 1616, and in this case the attribution is still accepted today. He paid similar sums
for each of two Groups of Heads said to be by Corregio, which came into the Orleans collection via that of
Queen Christina of Sweden; but the authorship of the works was soon questioned and they are today
regarded as sixteenth century copies of a destroyed fresco by Corregio27. All the five Orleans pictures so far
mentioned are now in the National Gallery, but Angerstein also bought two more works from the collection.
A portrait of Charles V on horseback described as by Titian cost him £150, but may have been a version or
copy of the picture in the Prado; and his least expensive purchase was The Four Stages of Life by Valentin at
a price of 80 guineas. These two pictures were not in Angerstein's Pall Mall collection and so were not
bought by the government after his death: the Valentin remained in the Angerstein family until the disposals
at the end of the nineteenth century, and presumably is the picture which,under the title of The Four Ages of
Man, was presented to the National Gallery in 1938 . The 'Titian' seems to have been transmogrified into
the picture described in an early Victorian reference as 'a Rembrandt, the finest almost of that artist's work;
it was a Charles I, on horseback, under an archway'29.
It is a matter for speculation why Angerstein bought one really major work of art, plus several pictures
that commanded prices that he could pay without too much thought. The Raising of Lazarus had the highest
valuation of the entire collection when it was bought in 1824 to form the nucleus of the National Gallery; but
the rest of the Orleans purchases give the impression of having simply been pictures the Angersteins liked.
Any intention of creating a great art collection would, for example, have deflected Angerstein from buying a
a £150 'Titian' when the price for an undoubted work by that artist, such as the one he was later to buy
himself, would have been very much higher. Whether he intended or welcomed it or not, Angerstein's
acquisition of The Raising of Lazarus was much discussed, and not all the comments on it were favourable.
Robert Smirke, Farington recorded, thought it 'a very foolish picture' while Sir Francis Bourgeois said 'no
colouring, no character' and was greatly mortified on first seeing the picture after what he had heard of it30.
The sensation of the art world in early 1799 was the arrival in London of two fine landscapes by Claude.
Two British artists named Robert Fagan and Charles Grignion bought the paintings in Rome and took them
by waggon to Naples and from there made a very rough crossing to Palermo. Grignion obtained an
introduction to Nelson and painted his portrait, and in return Nelson wrote to the Governor of Gibraltar and
asked him to arrange that the vessel carrying the pictures, which were known as the Altieri Claudes after
their previous owner, should join a convoy. The Claudes eventually arrived in London and were put on
show'1, the early May timing perhaps being awkward for Angerstein as he would have been able to
anticipate that a new government loan was likely and so would have needed free resources. Although he
plainly was a great admirer of Claude's work, this may be why he made a bid for only one of the two - 'the
one with the sacrifice in it'32 as Farington put it. He offered the very large sum of £4,000, but William
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Beckford, the builder of Fonthill, promptly gave £6,825 for the pair. Over the years the Claudes changed
hands several times before they were bought by Lord Fairhaven, who in 1966 left them to the National
Trust: they are now at Anglesey Abbey, near Cambridge. Angerstein would no doubt have been prepared to
pay more if the pair had still been available after his later, profitable, return to loan contracting.
In the event the only pictures that Angerstein is recorded as buying in 1799 were two by Henry Fuseli,
who was Swiss by origin. After becoming an Academician in 1790, Fuseli had the idea of creating the
Milton Gallery, which would exhibit an extended series of pictures painted by him based on episodes from
Paradise Lost. By 1797 he had run out of money, and William Lock and five others each promised him £50
per annum until the project was completed: they were to be repaid either in pictures or out of the proceeds.
In May 1799 the Milton Gallery opened, exhibiting forty pictures; but when it closed at the end of July, the
amount paid for entry fees and catalogues did not cover the expenses3^. Although the results were very
disappointing, Fuseli resolved to paint more pictures and mount another exhibition the following year. In the
meantime several collectors were persuaded to help, and in November Farington wrote:
Fuseli drank tea with me. Angerstein has bought two of his Miltonick pictures, one at 300 guineas,
the other at 10034.
Both the pictures, SATAN surprised at the ear of EVE, starting from the touch of ITHURIEL 'S Spear, and
EVE, new created, led to ADAM represented episodes from Paradise Lost, as did a third picture, The Vision
of the Deluge, which Angerstein bought after the equally unsuccessful 1800 exhibition. One of the problems
with Fuseli's work was the heroic size of some of the pictures: Satan surprised measured 13ft by 10ft, which
was even larger than The Raising of Lazarus. Fuseli had settled in England in 1779 and according to his
biographer
The genius and acquirements of Fuseli soon attracted the notice of men who were distinguished for
learning and talents, and more especially those who possessed also a taste for the fine arts; among
whom may be particularly noticed Lord Orford, and Mr Lock of Norbury Park. ,.35
Fuseli had a reputation for having an uncertain temper, but Angerstein must have liked him as he later
entertained him from time to time, though Fuseli was no doubt distressed to learn years later that the three
pictures by him in the Angerstein collection at Pall Mall were not to be bought for the nucleus of the
National Gallery. Presumably Satan surprised was eventually sold privately by the Angerstein family: if the
other two can be identified with The Creation of Eve and The Deluge sold in 1896, they were disastrous
investments as they went for five guineas and one guinea respectively. But Fuseli had his admirers. Mary
Moser was a flower painter and an original member of the Royal Academy, and Angerstein invited her to
Pall Mall to see his pictures: she thanked him when she left and added 'in my opinion, Sir, your finest
pictures are on the staircase', alluding to the three by Fuseli'6.
In July 1801, Lord Glenbervie dined with the Princess of Wales at Montague House and recorded the
event in his journal:
We dined on Tuesday at Blackheath. The company were the younger Count Bernstorff, who arrived
here about two months ago as Minister Extraordinary from Copenhagen...Mr Drummond, the
translator of Persius, who went to Copenhagen last autumn with Lord Whitworth, and remained
there after his return and the signing of that unlucky convention which ended in the Treaty of Armed
Neutrality, lately done away by the happy coincidence of the Battle of Copenhagen and the
revolution in Russia. Drummond has been nominated to Naples, whither he tells me he is to proceed
immediately, though I scarcely think that likely. Arthur Paget, who had succeeded Sir William
Hamilton, is named to Vienna. Drummond married the daughter of Mr Charles Boone, one of the
chairmen of the Board of Customs, by his wife, one of the daughters of the late Mr Andrew
Thompson, long an eminent Russia merchant in the city. Mr Angerstein the elder, a natural son of
the same Mr Thompson; his son, and his wife (a daughter of Mr Lock's); Miss Angerstein, his
daughter; Mr and Mrs Boucherett, the former a daughter or niece of Mr Angerstein's first wife, and
Miss Cholmondeley...Mr Angerstein has made a very large fortune in this war and the former as an
insurance broker and underwriter, and as a contractor I believe with Government. He is a man of
excellent character and pleasing manners, and has formed a valuable collection of pictures. He has a
very handsome villa between Blackheath and Woolwich, where most of the party are resident at
present. Sir William Scott...Miss Garth and Miss Hayman were in attendance...! had almost omitted
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Mr Thomas Hope, junr, said to be the richest, but undoubtedly far from the most agreeable man in
Europe...37
Glenbervie was an acute and largely accurate observer, and his record gives another idea of the web of
friend and connections, quite apart from his business associates, that Angerstein enjoyed. He referred to
Angerstein's valuable 'collection of pictures', which was beginning to attract attention, though Viscount
Torrington had written in his diary as early as 1789 that 'at pictures I could glut my eyes at my neighbour's
Mr A's...'38. Later James Dallaway made a similar comment:
Of private gentlemen [as opposed to noblemen] few collections exceed those of Mr Aufrere (who
has about 150 pictures), Mr Angerstein and Mr Beckford...Mr Angerstein has the Sebastiano del
Piombo. He likewise has the finest cattle piece by Cuyp in England and St Ambrose refusing the
Sacrament to the Emperor Theodosius by Rubens or Vandyk which he purchased of Mr Elwyn for
£1,500...39
William Beckford was the builder of Fonthill and a man of enormous wealth who outbid Angerstein for
the Altieri Claudes. It is surprising that Angerstein's collection should have been so highly regarded as early
as 1800. The Emperor Theodosius is now regarded as certainly by Anthony van Dyck, and Dallaway's is the
earliest reference to Angerstein's ownership of it: otherwise the Old Masters that Angerstein is known to
have owned at this time and which later went to the National Gallery comprised the pictures Dallaway
mentioned, the six Orleans pictures bought in 1798 and only about three more; though on a wider definition
Angerstein's art collection by 1800 was already considerable, since it included pictures by Reynolds40,
Hogarth, Lawrence, Fuseli and other modern artists, plus various Old Masters that did not go to the National
Gallery. It is also of course possible that Angerstein had pictures in 1800 which he sold to make room for the
major works he bought later. In this process William Lock could have been his example: Lock certainly
made sales from time to time, either because his taste had changed or to meet the demands being made on
his purse. In 1787 Sir Joshua Reynolds wrote to the Duke of Rutland:
...Mr Lock's Discobolus, as I have been informed, is not to be sold. At a sale which he had last year
of his marbles and models, he bought that statue in; and I am told since that he intends to keep it for
the use of his son, who is a youth of most extraordinary genius in our art, and which his father
intends he shall practice, tho he will have a very good fortune at his father's death'41.
In fact the sale, under the pseudonym of FitzHugh took place at Christie's in April 1785. Thirty one models
by Giambologna were disposed of and several of these are now in the Victoria and Albert Museum42.
Alexander Day was a miniature painter who lived in Rome for several years and brought back a number
of Old Masters when he returned to London in 1800. They were put on show in May 1801 and on the 8th
Farington recorded:
Exhibition in Brook St I went to, but found that the Venus & Adonis and the Ganymede [by Titian]
and the landscape by Gaspar Poussin were removed. They were purchased by Mr Angerstein on
Wednesday last43.
Angerstein, perhaps feeling expansive after some successful loan contracting had acted swiftly to get the
pictures he wanted. Day had acquired the three pictures from the Gallery of the Palazzo Colonna, and
Angerstein is reported as having paid a total of 6,000 guineas for them. Gaspard Poussin is properly known
as Gaspard Dughet, and the landscape Angerstein bought is of a biblical subject - Abraham and Isaac
approaching the Place of Sacrifice, which the author of The National Gallery of Pictures by the Great
Masters could not praise too highly:
However numerous and deserving of admiration are the paintings of Gaspar Poussin, it would
perhaps be difficult to name one possessing greater merit than the present landscape; it has, in fact,
always been considered his chef-d'oeuvre...Nothing could be better conceived or more happily
executed; every part of the picture contributing to the effect and harmony of the whole, which may
perhaps be truly said to approach as near as possible to perfection.
The Titian of Venus and Adonis is now regarded as a replica, evidently produced with the aid of pupils, of a
picture now in the Prado, but a Titian nonetheless; but The Rape of Ganymede is now ascribed to a minor
contemporary named Damiano Mazza. The author of The National Gallery of Pictures was uneasy about the
Ganymede, describing it as not so highly thought of as other Titians in the National Gallery and supposed to
have been produced at an advanced period of the painter's life. In 1819 Angerstein wrote jokingly to
Lawrence about the three pictures, saying that Emilia Boucherett had had double attention when she visited
the Colonna Palace and mentioned to the custodian:
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That she often lives in the room in which they hang, and that they are taken good care of & are not
in bad company .
Far in the future William and Frederica Lock would have a great-granddaughter Teresa who would marry
the Principe Colonna, and their child Vittoria would be brought up in the very palace in which Angerstein's
three pictures had once hung. Later the girl would become the Duchess of Sermoneta, the author of The
Locks ofNorbury.
In February 1802 Farington wrote:
Lawrence I called on to see the picture by Corregio, for which Mr Angerstein gave 2,000 guineas.
Mr West & Lawrence went with Mr Angerstein to see the picture and concluded the bargain. 3,000
guineas was demanded. West had seen the picture before, but it had not been shown to any person
likely to buy it or to the dealers45.
Presumably the picture described was the Christ in the Garden which Farington referred to as belonging to
Angerstein in 181446: the diarist then recorded a heated scene when the originality of the picture was
challenged by Rev. Holwell Carr, who was another art collector:
In the presence of Lord Ashburnham, Lord Mulgrave, the Marquess of Stafford and others, Holwell
Carr, with his arms akimbo went up to Lawrence and sd 'Mr Lawrence, the picture at Mr
Angerstein's which is called a Corregio, I say is a copy', to which Lawrence replied 'Mr Carr, that
picture is well known to Mr West and myself, and to several other Artists, & we and they think [it] a
true and fine picture by Corregio, & would hold in contempt Mr Carr's in opposition to their
opinion...47
However at just about the time that Rev Carr was gesticulating, the Duke of Wellington was returning to
London, and among the spoils of was was a Corregio which had belonged to the King of Spain, had been
plundered by Joseph Bonaparte and had been taken by the Duke after the battle of Vittoria. Benjamin West,
who had succeeded Reynolds as President of the Royal Academy, then had to admit that this Christ in the
Garden was the original and that Angerstein's version had been painted later. When Angerstein's collection
was catalogued in 1823 his picture was called a 'repetition by Corregio'48; but so far as the modern National
Gallery is concerned it is 'a good and old copy of Corregio's picture now at Apsley House49.
Joseph Farington commented in detail about some of the pictures which Angerstein bought for his
collection, and said little or nothing about others; but it is surprising that he made no reference to a major
work by a major artist like The Rape of the Sabines by Peeter Pauwel Rubens. The picture was in a
collection in Antwerp in 1785; and Sir Joshua Reynolds saw it there when he was looking for Old Masters
for the Duke of Rutland, but refused to contemplate the price which was being asked. It was brought to
England by Francois de Laborde, though Gustav Waagen did not list it as part of the Orleans collection; and
by February 1803 it was owned by Angerstein, who is said to have paid £1,600 for it50. The subject of the
work is an episode from classical history when the Romans invited many of the neighbouring tribe of
Sabines to games and then set upon them at a prearranged signal. One view of the picture was that it was 'a
bold masterly design...a magnificent specimen painted in the best time of the master'. William Hazlitt,
however, unkindly described the Sabines as 'plump florid viragoes struggling with bearded ruffians'51.
Two pictures by Claude appeared on the London market in early 1803. Four years before Angerstein had
been outbid by Beckford and he now had another opportunity to add to his collection. On 3 rd April Farington
went to the dealer's:
There I met Lawrence and saw the two pictures by Claude painted for the Duke of Bouillon in 1648,
which remained till the late troubles in the possession of that family. I never saw pictures by Claude
in such a high state of preservation, or that possessed such superior excellence...Mr Angerstein told
Lawrence this morning that after seeing those two pictures his own Claude seemed poor. Lawrence
asked me what price I thought Mr A might go to. I told him I wd not lose them for 8,000 guineas as
they would so add to the reputed value of His collection, and that he would do well to part with
some of his present pictures. West told me this morning that they asked 10,000 gs for the pictures &
that he would propose 8,000. Lawrence called at Vi past Eleven having dined with Mr Angerstein &
had much conversation with him and Mr Boucherett about the Claudes and mentioned what I and
West had said.
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The next day, having made up his mind, Angerstein bought the two Claudes for 8,000 guineas. He paid the
money and hung the pictures the following day"'2. The Morning Herald reported the purchase and
commented that Angerstein's collection:
Now one of the first in the country, is open to members of the Royal Academy at all times and it is
said that the liberal minded proprietor means to allot a certain part of the year for the inspection of
students in general53.
West told Farington that Angerstein:
Wanted only 2 pictures more & those were coming from Bologna viz: The St Peter & St Paul by
Guido, painted in Caravaggio's manner, & a picture by Albano54.
But neither of these pictures joined Angerstein's collection and so they may never have reached England.
A few days later Farington went to breakfast with Angerstein and met Lawrence and Peter Warren there.
They rehung the Claudes and Angerstein invited Farington to return to dinner, when the others present
included John Angerstein and Lawrence once more. At the dinner party the conversation 'was various', the
topics including climbing boys and the vanity of Garrick. They dined a little after six o'clock and had tea and
coffee at half past eight, Farington regarding it as worthy of comment that Angerstein made the coffee and
Amelia the tea, rather than having it brought in. After dinner 'they looked over Earlom's imitations of
Claude' until it was time to leave at half past ten . Claude produced what was called his Liber Veritatis,
which consisted of some 200 drawings of his chief pictures, to serve both as a record and as a protection
against forgery. Richard Earlom was a pupil of Cipriani and had received several awards from the Society of
Arts for drawing and engraving56: he was employed by John Boydell to make engravings of the drawings in
the Liber Veritatis, which by this time was owned by the Duke of Devonshire. Earlom's engravings were
published in 1777, and their off-white paper and bistre ink gave them something of the appearance of the
originals*7. They enabled Angerstein to compare his new acquisitions, originally in the collection of the Due
de Bouillon, with Earlom's representations of numbers 113 and 114 in the Liber: the former is called The
Marriage of Isaac and Rebekah or The Mill, and another version in Rome is known not to be the prime
original because it differs from the Liber in ways in which Angerstein's picture does not. The second
acquisition was regarded as the finer of the two and is called Seaport: the Embarkation of the Queen of
Sheba: these were the two Claudes that Turner saw as the ultimate challenge to his own talents.
Artists and connoisseurs crowded round to see Angerstein's new acquisitions, and Farington recorded
their differing views58. Fuseli thought that the Seaport was so powerfully painted that it made the St Ursula
(which Angerstein had had for some time) look as if there was a mist over it, but Sir George Beaumont
seemed to prefer the latter to the former. Sir George, however was 'then still more in raptures with the
Rembrandt': this must mean that that artist's Adoration of the Shepherds had recently been acquired by
Angerstein, though there is no other reference to it being his until 1807, when he bought the even more
highly regarded Woman taken in Adultery by Rembrandt. When Dr Gustav Waagen saw the National
Gallery collection in 1835 he called the Woman taken in Adultery a masterpiece, but also said that the
Adoration 'in which the light proceeds from the Child, has a most magical and warm effect'59.
Angerstein became too prominent to escape barbed comments anout his art collection. Just as the Bloody
Royalist had attacked Angerstein the merchant, so four decades later he was upset by another anonymous
critic. In this case, however, it was an open secret that the writer was Richard Payne Knight. Lawrence told
Farington that Angerstein had been hurt
By an allusion in Payne Knight's review of the Life of Barry. In this passage Knight hints that some
of Mr Angerstein's pictures are copies60.
Richard Payne Knight was an opinionated connoisseur who had reviewed The Works of James Barry61 for
the August 1810 issue of the Edinburgh Review. He wrote:
We are aware, indeed, that even the best artists are not always among the least fallible judges in
their own art, of which Sir Joshua Reynolds was a remarkable instance. No unfledged peer or fullplumed loanjobber was more liable to be deceived, even in those branches of the art which he
professed most to admire; false Corregios, false Titians and false Michelangelos swarming in his
collection; which he certainly believed to be true; for he was a man of correct moral feelings, as well
as elegant manners and enlarged understanding; and so far as being capable of acting the dupe for
the purpose of duping others, that he both courted and practised the most open freedom of criticism
on all occasions, and would no more have connived at the sale of a counterfeit picture than at the
issue of a counterfeit bank note62.
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Angerstein no doubt felt that he was being called a 'full-plumed loanjobber - Knight presumably felt far
enough removed from the ironworks that had made his family's fortune to make a cutting remark about a
man who had chosen to be in business - and if in reality it was not Reynolds but Lawrence who was being
attacked, then the cap fitted even more closely since Angerstein's Corregio and two of his Titians had been
questioned; and the contribution of Michelangelo to Angerstein's Sebastiano del Piombo could in some
quarter have been exaggerated. To be fair to Knight, however, there was another reference later in the article
which might also have been to Angerstein's collection:
The deep rich and transparent effects of Titian, Sebastiano del Piombo, and the Carracci, then
publicly exhibited on the other side of the Strand and in Pall Mall6"'.
But whatever Knight's aim, the shaft went home and he returned to the fray in a later article (again
unsigned) in the same magazine. This time Knight wrote:
...but in the last century, still more than in the present, every auctioneer's, dealer's and collector's
catalogue exhibited all the great names of Italy and Flanders; and though the productions imputed to
them were either counterfeits below criticism, or ruins in which the painter could scarcely have
discovered a trace of his own pencil, they carried all the weight of his authority in the estimate of the
possessor... 64
Then, several pages later he referred to the pride of Angerstein's collection, The Raising of Lazarus by
Sebastiano del Piombo:
.. .but those who have only seen it since the fatal operation of cutting away the panel on which it was
painted and gluing cloth to the back of the colour, can form but very imperfect notions of what it
was before. The glue penetrated to the surface, and diffused over it that general hue of dim and
opaque brown, which now obscures it, and which the operator then endeavoured to remove by the
usual process of scouring away at the delicate and transparent glazing, by which the various
splendours of the various parts had been tuned and harmonised into one brilliant image; so that at
length he embellished it with both the abovementioned requisites of the grand style, monotony and
crudeness, as far at least as it was susceptible of qualities so incompatible with its original
character...
Not only was Angerstein's picture a travesty of its former self, it was positively harmful:
This debasement and falsification, as it were, of the noblest monuments of the art, is more fatally
injurious to it than their utter destruction and annihilation could be: for if totally obliterated and
extinguished, they would only leave the world in the state it was in before their production;
destitute, indeed, of some of its choicest monuments, yet equally ready to receive others, and
applaud and reward the talents which should produce them: but in this depraved state they retain
their reputation without the excellences by which it was procured; and impose, both on the artist and
the lover of art, defects for merits, and the basest corruptions for the highest perfections...The
general style of art is thus debased - counterfeits multiply - the manufacturers and venders of them
are enriched - and vanity is everywhere the dupe of imposture...
But the great majority of commentators had nothing but praise for Angerstein's pictures. Charles Lamb
wrote to William Hazlitt:
I am afraid of your mouth watering when I tell you Manning and I got into Angerstein's on
Wednesday. Mon dieu! Such Claudes! Four Claudes bought for more than £10,000...one of them
was perfectly miraculous. What colours short of bona-fide sunbeams it could be painted in, I am not
earthly colourman to say; but I did not think it had been in the possibility of things. Then, a music
piece by Titian - a thousand pound picture -...the colouring, like the economy of the picture, so
sweet and harmonious. Let me say, Angerstein sits in a room - his study when he writes a common
letter, as I am doing, surrounded with twenty pictures worth £50,000. What a luxury!66
An American visitor to London called Angerstein's was 'one of the best and most valuable private
picture collections in London', two of the Claudes 'the finest pictures of their kind in the world' and the
scene in the Sebastiano del Piombo (though he described the picture as by Michelangelo) as 'truly magical'.
There was, perhaps a small barb in his final comment:
This gentleman, though a merchant, is one of the Greatest of the Patrons of the Fine Arts, in
England67.
Public Characters, however, was unstinting:
The same munificent spirit which characterizes Mr Angerstein in every other act of private bounty,
or public service, presents itself with equal splendour in the encouragement of British art, and the
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liberal purchase of those great works, the constant study of which is so necessary to its progress. The
collection of pictures in Pall-mall is one of the first in Europe. In the list of modern masters may be
found, among many others, the names of Sir Joshua Reynolds, and Mr Fuseli, of Mr Porter, Mr
Hoppner, Mr Westall, Mr Lawrence, and Mr Smirke. It has likewise to boast of that unequalled
series of pictures, Marriage a la Mode: the happiest effort of our delightful painter of comedy and
nature. In the principal room hang the works of Raffaele68, Corregio, Sebastian del Piombo, the
Carraccios and Poussin; of Titian, Rubens, Rembrandt, and Vandyk, Claude, Jaspar, and Cuyp; all
of them first-rate productions, and selected from the Orleans, the Borghese69, and Colonna
collections, the private ones of the King of Sardinia70, the Duke de Bouillon, &c...These are
treasures which England wanted, and Mr Angerstein merits the highest praise for securing them to
the country. Commerce and the arts should flourish together; and we must not forget that to the
merchants of Florence, England is indebted for their revival...It would not be proper to omit, that in
the collection at Woodlands, together with many other fine paintings, are to be found the wellknown picture of Garrick between Tragedy and Comedy, drawn by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and one of
his most brilliant later works, the Nymph and Boy...1]
The author stresses Angerstein's double support for British art - by buying paintings by British artists and by
acquiring Old Masters which could then be studied. Angerstein's collection of British art is often overlooked
since little of it went to the National Gallery after his death: but he must have been buying pictures of some
merit long before his major purchases of Old Masters. In the absence of public picture galleries in which to
study and copy great works of art, the few men, like Angerstein, who allowed access to their collections,
provided a valuable service, not only to the likes of Viscount Torrington but also to would-be professional
artists. An early example of the latter was George Morland, who was born in 1763 and was something of a
boy prodigy: probably around the mid-1770s Angerstein allowed Morland to copy Garrick between Tragedy
and Comedy, and one of Morland's biographers wrote that:
Mr Angerstein...wished to inspect the progress of the work, but Morland refused to begin the picture
until it was solemnly promised that no person whatever should overlook him, and that while he was
at work he should be allowed to act in the house as he might think proper. This agreement was
literally adhered to. The picture was finished; and during the progress of the work, George
associated with the domestics, eating and drinking in the servant's hall, but no persuasion or
entreaties could ever allure him within reach of Mr Angerstein, his family or visitors72.
Morland seems to have been an unattractive and intemperate (albeit talented) young man and the story has
probably been embroidered, but it does appear that Angerstein was prepared, perhaps encouraged by
William Lock, to help artists long before he became a picture collector of note himself.

II THE NORBURY CIRCLE AND THE TRAGEDY OF CHARLES LOCK
Fanny d'Arblay wrote effusively to her father in December 1796:
...Are not people a little revived in the political world by this unexampled honour paid to Mr Pitt?
Mr Lock has subscribed £3,00073.
She was indeed correct that William Lock had invested £3,000 in Loyalty Loan, though whether it was in
honour of Pitt is questionable. It is probable that Lock was by this time to some extent feeling the pinch: the
family combined Norbury Park with extended visits to London, where they seem to have rented a house for
the social season, in which the younger members of the family participated fully, and all this activity was
increasingly expensive. As early as April 1790, William and Frederica Lock, William their eldest son, John
Julius Angerstein and Molesworth Phillips had entered into a complex agreement by which Norbury Park
and the Locks' Irish property were put into trust with Angerstein and Phillips as trustees. William Lock was
to have the use of the property for life, and if Frederica (who was much younger) survived him she was to
have an annuity of £188 per annum, secured on certain property. Each of the children was to have £3,000 at
the age of 21, save for William Lock the younger who was the heir to what remained after the dispositions;
and his mother was not given any right to the use of Norbury if she survived her husband74.
Charles Lock would have received his £3,000 in 1790, but such an amount would not have left him well
placed to socialise in London, especially since he had fallen in love. The object of his affections was Cecilia
Ogilvie, whose mother was born Lady Emilia Mary Lennox, second surviving daughter of Charles, 2nd
Duke of Richmond, the natural grandson of King Charles II. Lady Emilia Mary was born in October 1731,
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and in February 1747 married the Earl of Kildare, who later became Duke of Leinster. They immediately set
about having a large family - some nineteen survived birth and ten reached the age of 20. In 1767 it was
decided that Lord Charles Fitzgerald (born in 1756 and the second surviving son) should have a tutor, and
William Ogilvie was recommended to the Duke. Ogilvie was a Scot of obscure origins who had for some
time taught in Dublin - he was said to have been a good classical scholar, mathematician and French
speaker. He made a good impression on the Duke and Duchess, and gradually more and more of the
Fitzgerald children were put in his charge. But gradually also the Duchess and Ogilvie fell in love, to the
extent that Lord George Fitzgerald, born in 1773, was probably Ogilvie's child. The Duke died in November
1773, leaving the Duchess a dowager at the age of 42. Ten months after the Duke's death, she went on an
extended visit to France, accompanied by Ogilvie and the ten younger children. On 26lh October 1774 the
Duchess and Ogilvie were married, the date perhaps being dictated by the conception of Cecilia: her date of
birth is uncertain but she was baptised on 5th August 1775. Against all the odds, William Ogilvie came to be
accepted and respected by the Richmond and Leinster families, and as far as the Duchess was concerned, she
not only loved him but ceded to him the management of her affairs, which he handled with considerable skill
and shrewdness. Cecilia Ogilvie was thus the product of a successful but most unusual marriage between a
Duchess and a man who had been, in effect, a servant in the ducal household'\ The Duchess was delighted
with Cecilia's match and Charles Lock was immediately accepted by Cecilia's half-siblings the Fitzgeralds.
Ogilvie, however, was in no hurry to give his consent, finally doing so just a month before the wedding on
9' July 1795. Indeed a crisis seems to have been averted by the last-minute signing of a marriage settlement,
a document which is extremely tortuous and is interesting chiefly because of the names it gives of those
involved. As well as Charles and his parents and his elder brother William, there were Cecilia Ogilvie and
her father, Angerstein and Phillips, and more trustees, including Ayscoghe Boucherett, Charles Moore, one
of Dr Moore's sons (a young lawyer who later became mentally deranged) and Nicholas Vansittart, a
barrister, a contemporary of William and Charles Lock's at Cheam, later an MP and eventually Chancellor of
the Exchequer76.
The wedding took place at Marylebone Church, and Lord Henry Fitzgerald (another of Cecilia's halfbrothers) and his wife lent the couple a house for the honeymoon77. But the Charles Locks had no adequate
source of income, no sinecure was forthcoming for him in spite of all the influence that the family was
capable of wielding, and there was no question of his rejoining Angerstein in the City.
Another member of the extended family circle was Lady Templetown, whose daughters the Miss Uptons
were forever in and out of Norbury Park and who was:
Endowed with artistic talent of a high order, and stands in the first rank of those gifted amateurs who
did such good work in the eighteenth century. She chiefly excelled in cut-paper work, and is best
known by Wedgwood's reproduction of her graceful and classical designs...78
Lady Templetown was the first of three women whom Wedgwood commissioned to produce designs. She
produced some 'beautiful cut Indian paper' and in 1783 Wedgwood wrote to her expressing his pleasure:
...that his attempt to copy in bas relief the charming groups of little figures her ladyship was so
obliging as to lend him has met with that approbation which he durst not flatter himself
with...Nothing but experience could justify his expressing a wish to be indulged in copying a few
more groups... 79
A number of pieces of Wedgwood Jasper with Lady Tempietown's designs are recorded, but she would
not have had much time for cut-paper work in March 1798, when her second daughter Elizabeth Albana
married Lord Hervey. Hervey was the nephew of the Locks' and Templetowns' old friend William Hervey,
and the son and heir of the Earl of Bristol - often described as the Earl-Bishop - who was categorically
opposed to his son's match, which he described, with some exaggeration as:
No fortune. Wife and children beggars for want of settlement. No connexion. A love match like all
others for 4 generations before him.
To suit his own machinations, the Earl-Bishop had planned that his son should marry a natural daughter of
the King of Prussia, arguing that this would result in:
£5000 a year down. Ditto in reversion. An English Dukedom which the King pledges to obtain.
Royal connexion: Princess of Wales and Duchess of York80.
But the Earl-Bishop did not get his way, nor did he see the completion of his remarkable house Ickworth,
near Bury St Edmunds (now owned by the National Trust). This had been begun on a majestic scale in 1795
and was not finished until 1830, so that a great deal of the work was done while Elizabeth Albana and her
husband, who became Earl of Bristol on his father's death in 1803 and was later created Marquess of Bristol,
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were in possession. In August 1798, William Hervey visited his brother and his new wife at Chiswick, and
among the other guests were the younger Philip Francis and some of the French aristocrats from Juniper Hall
and elsewhere81.
By an odd coincidence Cecilia Lock's sister Mimi married Charles Beauclerk in 1799 and his mother was
was Lady Di Beauclerk, the second of Wedgwood's aristocratic female designers . Surrounded by art and
artists and the daughter of a collector of note, it would not have been surprising if Frederica Lock too had
tried her hand at one medium or another, but the only work by her which seems to have survived is one that
would have required considerable dexterity and a sense of design if not artistic ability as such. The method
was set out by William Gilpin:
Oil a piece of paper.. .and when it is thoroughly dry, black one side of it over the flame of a thick
candle. On this black paper lay your leaf (the veined side generally gives the best impression) &
covering it with a piece of paper, lay a weight all over to flatten the leaf. After it has been thus
pressed an hour, or two, more or less, as the leaf is more stubborn, rub it hard with your finger, that
it may imbibe the soot. Then taking it off lightly, lay the blackened side on the clean paper, on
which you wish to have the impression taken; & covering it with another piece of paper, rub it again
with your finger, that it may give the impression it has just received. But take care you do not let it
slip from its place as a litle alteration will occasion double lines. It may be necessary perhaps to
touch the stems, or any part, which has not received the impression, with a pencil, & Indian ink.
Gilpin and his wife did no more than single impressions, but Frederica Lock was skilful enough to combine
seven or eight different leaf patterns into a single oval design which was then tinted with watercolour83 and
which would have served well as a model for Wedgwood not for an eighteenth century Jasper vase but for a
contemporary tea service.
An interest which Angerstein shared with the Templetown family was music, and it was in 1798 that he
first became a subscriber to the Concerts of Antient Music, which had been established by an aristocratic
group led by the Earl of Sandwich in 1776:
The directors granted subscriptions only on personal application and subscribers were not allowed to
transfer tickets to anyone outside their immediate family. Between a third and a half of the concert
public were families of peers, knights and baronets, and subscribers included many members of
parliament and a number of bishops. In the 1780s...the king and court became prominent
supporters...According to the sister of their conductor...the concerts 'are conducted in a most
magnificent stile. The band is quite perfection and the best music is performed there. The presence
of the royal family, and all the state court attendants make the room look grand. The room is
beautifully lighted, the subscribers number three hundred, all are people of high rank and fashion'84.
In this context antient [sic] meant at least twenty years old, and inevitably each of the twelve concerts, which
were given on successive Wednesdays beginning in late February, was dominated by the music of Handel.
The number of subscribers increased gradually over the years and by 1804 exceeded 700, including the
Prince of Wales and four other royal dukes85. That year there were 13 solo singers, a chorus of 61 and 51
musicians. The first of Angerstein's family circle to subscribe to the concerts was Harriet Boone, and from
1798 her half-brother John Thomson, his wife Charlotte and Angerstein all subscribed. Later came two of
John Thomson's sisters, Lady Templetown and several members of her family; but there were no Locks,
music seemingly not being among their enthusiasms . Among Angerstein's assets at his death were boxes at
Covent Garden and Drury Lane Theatres: it is not known when he acquired the former, but Catherine
Francis wrote to Mary Johnson in 1799:
.. .1 suppose you know Mr Angerstein has bought a box at Drury Lane .
Soon after the Hervey wedding Fanny d'Arblay was with the Queen and talked of the Earl-Bishop. Then
Fanny took the opportunity to praise Cecilia Lock, the Queen having 'a general idea conceived unfavourably
of all her race [the Irish]'88. The Queen 'much blamed the Duke of Richmond for not doing something
essential for them'. A few days later they talked again - about the Fitzgeralds, and Cecilia Lock and her
sister, and Angerstein and his daughter. The Queen said she feared 'Mr Lock will regret the first business
had not rather taken place', meaning that it was a pity that Charles Lock had not married Julia Angerstein.
The Queen said this with 'a real voice of concern' and Fanny 'loved her for it', writing afterwards:
But alas! - since then I have too forcibly felt the truth of her fears, for so bewitched, so blinded, so
infatuated have all the Sisters been by that cruel Brother, that he has nearly destroyed all their
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happiness, & touched all their principles! It is indeed a blessing for them - & for [the Locks] that he
is no more...89
The 'cruel Brother' referred to was Lord Edward Fitzgerald, bom in 1763 and Cecilia Lock's much-loved
half-brother. By the time he was thirty, he had become a convinced Republican, and later he joined the
banned United Irishmen. In the spring of 1798 there were stories of a French invasion of Ireland and talk
that the United Irishmen were organizing a rebellion, perhaps tied to a French attack. The Government
swooped on the leaders of the United Irish on 12th March but did not take Lord Edward who had not arrived
at the meeting, and he became, almost by default, one of the leaders of the movement. On 19lh May his
hiding place was discovered, and he was taken prisoner after a fierce struggle in which he was wounded.
What was left of the United Irish leadership decided that the rebellion must start at once, and there were
disorganized uprisings in several places. On 30lh May a man whom Lord Edward had wounded while
resisting arrest, died, followed by Lord Edward himself on 4th June after suffering agonies from septicaemia.
A Bill of Attainder was passed which meant that he was deemed guilty of high treason90.
Before events in Ireland moved to their bloody climax, it appeared that a more orthodox member of the
Fitzgerald family, Lord Robert, who was two years younger than his brother Lord Edward, had managed to
find a post for Charles Lock. Lord Robert was a diplomat, who had been Envoy Extraordinary to Denmark
since July 1796, and under Lord Robert was James Craufurd, who had been Secretary of Legation since
1793. In September 1797 it was reported that Charles Lock was to succeed Crauford91, but in the event the
latter retained the post until he was transferred to Hamburg in August 179892. Paradoxically Crauford was
first cousin to Emilia Boucherett, whose aunt Jane Crokatt had married Alexander Crauford in 1760:
Alexander was made a baronet in 1781 and James inherited the title in December 1797.
At last, however, in early November 1798 Farington wrote in his diary 'Charles Lock is just appointed
Consul to Naples'9"1. The responsibility of a consul was to foster trade, but in Charles Lock's case the posting
was doomed to disaster: Queen Maria Carolina of Naples was younger sister of Marie Antoinette, who had
been guillotined in 1793; while Cecilia Lock was the half-sister of Lord Edward Fitzgerald who had just
died supporting everything which Queen Maria Carolina most feared and detested. Charles Lock's life
would have been very different if he had secured the Copenhagen appointment which James Craufurd's
tenure denied him.
Angerstein's reaction to the situation in Ireland was predictable. A subscription was raised 'for the relief
of the individuals or of the wives and children of such as have suffered, or may hereafter suffer, in
suppressing the unfortunate rebellion in Ireland'94. Angerstein joined the committee and within a month
£3,500 had been subscribed; but this was only a drop in the ocean in a country where more than 25,000 died
during 1798.
On 29lh December 1798, the day after Angerstein bought The Raising of Lazarus, his young former
partner Charles Lock wrote to his father to report his arrival at Gibraltar, where he was entertained by the
Governor and met Lord St Vincent, the Commander-in-Chief of the Mediterranean fleet. A Consul was
described as 'for the protection of trade', looking after British interests; and one of those interests was
enabling visiting British ships to restock with provisions. Charles Lock hoped to make his fortune in this
way, and wrote to his father of his hopes of buying cattle in the Crimea with which to supply the British
fleet. This was not an unreasonable ambition: Farington wrote that John Udney, who had been Consul at
Leghorn for 38 years, received no salary or pension but profited from acting as Agent when British warships
were in the area and as such supplied Hood's fleet with 7,000 bullocks: 'victualling the fleet was his
prerogative'95. Udney was also an active picture collector and dealer96 - as were other Consuls - and Lock
could also have had ambitions in this field.
During a stop at Minorca the Locks learnt that their destination was no longer Naples, but Palermo,
because Ferdinand IV, the king of both Naples and Sicily had been forced to evacuate the former. After a
journey lasting three months Charles and Cecilia Lock and their two small children finally arrived at
Palermo at the end of January 179997. Ferdinand had been King since 1759, but the dominating influence
over him was the Queen, Maria Carolina, who had a very close relationship with Lady Hamilton - Emma98 the wife of Sir William, already the British Minister to the Court for thirty-five years. By 1799 there was a
transparent menage a trois made up of the Hami 1 tons and Lord Nelson. When Charles and Cecilia Lock
joined the British community, Emma at once perceived them as a threat. The brash but ambitious Charles
soon showed that his aim was to stand in for Sir William as chargé d'affaires when the latter eventually
fulfilled his ambition of retiring, but Emma realised she would be a nobody in England; and Cecilia, the
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daughter of a duchess and twenty-four years old, did not conceal her distaste for Emma Hamilton's
antecedents. But the Locks had two weak spots - they were hard up, and Cecilia was the half-sister of the
notorious Lord Edward Fitzgerald.
In July Charles had a serious disagreement with Nelson, which both recorded, Charles in a letter to his
father, and Nelson in a manuscript note. Nelson wrote:
Mr Lock, having for several days been soliciting me for the exclusive privilege of supplying the
Squadron with fresh beef...came to me and said that he could point out to me that Government had
been grossly imposed on in the purchase of fresh beef - that he knew, or had seen, one account
which was only £700, but which bills had been drawn upon Government was £850...On my saying
that if so I was obliged to him for the information, but that I doubted it, as all vouchers, before they
were brought to the Captains for signature, were testified as to the price by two respectable
merchants - his answer was, that the signature of merchants was nothing, they could be got to sign
anything. I then asked Mr Lock who this notorious fraud had been committed by, which he refused
to tell me; on which I called Captain Hardy, and told him as he, with all the Captains and Pursers of
the Fleet, were accused by Mr Lock of being thieves, I should leave him to settle the business..."
Soon afterwards five of Nelson's captains, including Hardy, wrote to Nelson saying that their beef and wine
supplies had been of the best quality and, they believed, had been bought at market prices.
Charles Lock sent letters to his father telling him what had happened and going on to say that Nelson was
passing the matter to the Victualling Board in London. He wrote:
... You are in possession of everything that passed, as far as my recollection carries me; and Sir
William Bellingham will be the properest person to apply to... Pray do not neglect to apprise Lord
Grenville of the state of the case, as I think it would be right that the king were informed of it. But I
know my dear father will neglect nothing for my interest...100
Charles Lock had no small idea of his own importance: Sir William Bellingham was Chairman of the
Victualling Board and Lord Grenville was the Foreign Secretary. William Lock did as he was asked, at any
rate as far as the Board was concerned, and he wrote to Charles in September saying that one of the
Commissioners had said that he felt very much obliged for Mr Lock's interference, and Augusta Lock wrote
that Sir William Bellingham had dined with them and expressed the same sentiments101. This news Charles
Lock was unable to keep to himself, and when it reached Nelson, it caused him to write what the editor of
his papers called one of the most remarkable letters Lord Nelson ever wrote:
...I have heard a report, circulated by Mr Lock, that you had received a letter from him on this
subject, and that you had thanked him for saving Government 40 per cent. If it is true, which I
cannot believe, that you have wrote Mr Lock any letters on this subject, I desire to say, and not to be
misunderstood, that the conduct of the Board is very reprehensible to me, the Commanding Oficer
of His Majesty's Fleet in the Mediterranean. I hope you will send these expressions to our superiors,
the Board of Admiralty; for if it is true, which I cannot believe, it would make it more scandalous
not to have sent me copies of these letters. I will never, for any power on earth, retract a syllable of
what I have wrote in this letter. I defy any insinuations against my honour. Nelson is as far from
doing a scandalous or mean action as the heavens are above the earth. I will now tell you the result
of the inquiry of an honest man, a faithful servant of his King and Country, was (from the papers I
sent your Board) that the accusation of Mr Lock was malicious and scandalous...I therefore demand
that you will direct (subject to my inspection) a strict and impartial inquiry into this saving of 40 per
cent...102
Nelson also tried another tack, insisting that Charles Lock supply him with all the official letters he had
written. Lock, however, infuriated Nelson by writing:
...Upon what ground you extend the right of inquisition into my private conversations, I confess I
cannot so clearly discover. As Consul-General for the Kingdom of Naples, I consider myself
independent in the exercise of my functions, answerable to Lord Grenville for the due discharge of
them, and not subject to your Lordship's control...101
Then Nelson raised the stakes still further:
Your letter of yesterday's date is incomprehensible, except the highly improper language in which it
is couched. I shall send it to the Board of Admiralty that they may either support the dignity of the
Admiral they have entrusted with the command of the Mediterranean fleet, or remove him. Your
never mentioning the extraordinary price paid for fresh beef, for the several days you were soliciting
to have the exclusive privilege of supplying the Fleet, and your refusal afterwards to bring forward
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any proof of fraud, warrants every expression in my letter to the Victualling Board. If you could
bring proof of what you asserted, you are in the highest degree, as a public Officer, criminal; and if
you could not, your conduct is highly reprehensible...104
Charles Lock realised that he was beaten; and Nelson must also have realised the dangers of inflating a
minor row into a call for a vote of confidence from the Admiralty. Sir William Hamilton persuaded Charles
to apologise: he wrote that it was far from his intention to 'assail your Lordship's integrity by any expression
which may have fallen from me'. This gave Nelson an opening to write to the Victualling Board:
...It was justice to the public and a vindication of my own honour, that I sought, and not ruin to a
young man setting off in life with a family of children. This lesson will, I trust, and believe, be of
more use to Mr Lock than the approbation of ignorant people...105
Charles Lock wrote a very unhappy letter telling his father how matters had been settled. Things were made
worse by the fact that Lady Hamilton claimed the credit for the reconciliation; and in addition, with no
contracting to be done, he was acutely worried about about money:
...Unless circumstances change for the better, I shall throw up my employment. We shall be a
million times happier eating our bread and cheese in a cottage in England, than subject to the never
ceasing uneasiness which the expense of living here occasions us both. I am too well acquainted, my
dear Sir, with your boundless goodness, and that had you the means without doing injustice to my
brothers and sisters, your hand would be always open to me. But this is not, nor cannot be...106
He did not suggest trying to rejoin his partnership with Angerstein, none of whose diplomatic skills he
seemed to have learnt, but his days in the City must have seemed happy ones compared with his situation as
a Consul. Angerstein and Nelson did not, so far as is known, correspond while the latter was at the Naples
Court - he was not involved in naval engagements and so there were no widows and orphans to be provided
for. They next exchanged letters in 1801, when the prosecution of the war - and the arrival of Horatia - were
filling Nelson's mind, and Charles Lock and the price of beef were forgotten.
Charles Lock's financial position did not improve, and around the end of 1800 he took the undignified
step of drafting a letter which he persuaded the local merchants in Naples to sign: it was addressed to the
Foreign Secretary and argued that to maintain the standing of the British Consul he should be in receipt of
£1,000 per annum 'or such other sum as the King in his wisdom shall think fit to be settled on Charles Lock,
His Majesty's Consul General'107. To advance his cause he left his family behind and set off to England
overland in the spring of 1801. Surprisingly his route was via France, and when he reached London he was
the man of the hour:
...Mr Charles Lock, who left Paris on Friday last, has brought the following very important
intelligence...of a decisive engagement having taken place...between the English and French armies
in which a complete victory had been gained by the former...108
Lock had in effect been spying and was undiplomatic enough to name his source, the Minister from the
Court of Berlin, who later felt obliged to contradict Lock's statement even though it was substantially
correct109. There had been other rumours arriving about the outcome of the Battle of Alexandria, but the
official dispatches did not reach London until 15Ih May 11(1. Charles Lock managed to secure his subvention
payment and hurried back to Naples only to resign his Consulship in August 1801. When he brought his
family back to England it unsurprisingly proved impossible to obtain a passport to cross France111.
At the end of August 1803 Farington recorded in his diary that:
Charles Lock after long petitioning for an Appointment is appointed to go out as Consul to Grand
Cairo112.
The Times reported the posting on 28,h December. On 4th January 1804 at the King's Levee, Charles Lock
'took leave of his Majesty previous to his leaving the country'113, and on 20th January it was reported that:
The Directors of the East India Company gave an elegant entertainment yesterday to Mr Lock, the
new Consul for Egypt...'' 4
Lock's journey was delayed at Great Yarmouth, but eventually there was a favourable wind and all seemed
set fair for the second phase of his consular career: he left his family at home and made a leisurely journey
across Europe and thence in a roundabout way to Malta, where he met his valet James Woodyer and the
Secretary and Physician to the mission to Egypt. But no sooner had he arrived than he fell ill, and it soon
became clear that he was suffering from the plague: he was taken to the Lazaretto where he died, as did an
interpreter and a servant who had been with him. Two days later, Woodyer wrote home, addressing himself
to John Angerstein; and the official notification from the Consul in Malta to the East India Company in
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London was passed on to the banker Thomas Coutts, who wrote with the news to Charles Lock's brother
George:
It is a cruel task to inform his family of an event so Fatal, and I scarce know how or to whom to give
the first account. I could not bear to send it to Norbury and I hope you will have the goodness to
assist me in the way you think will be the least hurtful11".

Ill FAMILY AND FRIENDS
Charles and Cecilia Lock had been a couple with few resources and nowhere to live and Fanny and
Alexander d'Arblay were another. But hope was in sight, as she told a friend:
Mr Lock has given M d'A a piece of Ground in his beautiful park, upon which we shall build a little
neat and plain Habitation. We shall continue, meanwhile, to superintend the little edifice, & enjoy
the society of his exquisite House, & that of my beloved sister. We are now within two Miles of
both [at a farmhouse near Great Bookham]...'116
Six months later, however, d'Arblay had decided, because of the 'awful state of public affairs', not to start
building on the land which Fanny described to her father as having 'long been made over to him by Mr
Lock'117. Writing remained the one way in which Fanny might be able to earn money, and in 1794 she
embarked on a new novel which was to become Camilla. The excitement over the wedding of Charles and
Cecilia Lock was a temporary distraction, but her main concern was to complete her novel and, in the way
that was customary at the time, to find subscribers for it. An early success was scored by her being permitted
to dedicate Camilla to the Queen, and Fanny also arranged that three friends, one being Frederica Lock,
would do what they could to get orders for the book from their connections. The three ladies did their work
well, since the published list of subscribers runs to nearly 1,200 names, including, of course, all the Locks,
three Angersteins, three Boones and two Boucheretts. The Duchess of Leinster must have welcomed her
new son-in-law's literary connections, since the list includes a plethora of Cecilia Lock's relatives. Strangely,
none of the Locks' artist friends subscribed, not even Lawrence; but one unpublished 20-year old's name
appears - Miss J Austen, Steventon118. A few months later, Jane Austen began her first and most famous
novel, taking the title from a quotation from Fanny's earlier novel Cecilia:
The whole of this unfortunate business, said Dr Lyster, has been the result of PRIDE and
PREJUDICE119.
Some commentators have linked Beech Park in Camilla with Norbury Park and Edgar Mandlebert, the hero,
with the younger William Lock120, but Fanny was far too close to the Locks to risk upsetting them by pen
pictures drawn at all closely from life, and there is no indication that any of the Locks ever did take offence
at what Fanny wrote.
D'Arblay the aristocratic French general seemed at this stage to be able to push the whole of his past life
into the background and to devote himself to helping with the technical side of Camilla - notably copying and he became almost peasant-like in his dedication to their house and land. Fanny told her father that:
Mr Angerstein went to see his [d'Arblay's] Field, lately, & looked every where for him, having heard
he was there - but he was not immediately to be known, while digging with all his might and main,
without Coat or Waistcoat, & in his Green leather Cap121.
It was probably during 1798 that the Locks gained some new neighbours, whom Fanny d'Arblay had
known for several years thanks to her royal sevice. On a later occasion Farington, after a visit to Norbury,
wrote:
Box Hill is opposite, and a pleasant Vale below in which is the village of Mickleham, above which
Sir Lucas Pepys has a good house...122
Sir Lucas was a distant relative of Pepys the diarist and became one of George Ill's doctors, while his wife
was the Countess of Rothes. The Rothes title is a particularly complicated one to unravel, because it passes
in both the male and the female line; and this, coupled with second marriages, caused the writer J W Croker
to refer to a saying current in the 1770s;
Married a Countess Dowager of Rothes! Why everybody marries a Countess Dowager of Rothes!123
Sir Lucas's wife was one of the three women then named Lady Rothes, but she was a Countess in her own
right. Lord Leslie, her son by an earlier marriage, married in 1789 and had three daughters: his wife died in
December 1797 and he married for a second time in December 1798 to Charlotte Julia Campbell, who had
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been a friend of Amelia Lock's for many years and who eventually became Dowager Countess of Rothes in
her turn and reappears later in Angerstein's story.
In 1799 Augusta and Amelia Lock were still unmarried, and Fanny d'Arblay was anxious that they
should look their best when they were presented at Court at the King's Birthday on 4th June. She was sure
that 'the dear King will see my Fredy with real pleasure, from old remembrances, & the Children of a most
beloved person of whom he constantly speaks' and that the Queen 'will be really gratified'. Her letter to
Frederica Lock went on:
I shall long to have my dear Augusta & Amelia look their best. My kindest love to them, & as they
have been talked of a good deal..tell them I supplicate they will give up a Ball or an Opera or two, a
night or two before, that they may carry a little natural bloom...my sweet Amelia need not be afraid
of being pale - but still, I would rather she should spare a little racketing, & be otherwise...Charge
the dear girls not to have their feathers so long or so forward, as to brush the royal cheeks as they
arise! a circumstance [the Queen] has mentioned to me with some displeasure, to have happened. I
know they will look, for they will feel pleased, however frightened, & the Queen has often told me,
that indispensible as she holds modesty for young Ladies, & respect & deference - She never feels
much gratified when they look so scared as if they came to Her for a punishment124.
The Locks' attendance at Court had probably been triggered by Charles's official appointment, and it could
have had the effect of widening Augusta's and Amelia's social circle. But Amelia needed no help with
introductions to eligible young men as she and John Angerstein had decided to get married. Fanny d'Arblay
wrote to Susan, by now with her husband Molesworth Phillips in Ireland:
...O that the Major would spare you to celebrate this event! What a true joy it would be to your
faithful Amelia, what a blessing make her marriage to us all!...Tis in fact unreasonable to feel any
latent regrets when all the principals feel none. Yet - - if I must 'to be sincere', tis certain I had not
so chosen for Amelia!...I must try to do better. The real contentment of her estimable Parents must
buy mine. Her own, which is still, nay, much higher, must make the purchase of yours, & of every
one's. The father-in-law, Mr Angerstein, has made the opening of the business the most noble that is
possible...he gave his sanction with a generous warmth & cordiality truly delightful...Perhaps the
son may inherit all - perhaps what seems insipid coldness may be shyness...I am very little
acquainted with him - hardly more than by sight.. .I25
A month later Fanny wrote more cheerfully to another sister:
They are all now at Woodlands, Mr Angerstein's seat, which is but 6 miles from Town, & therfore
Mrs Lock goes thence to make her preparations, which will be infinitely elegant & handsome. The
young man is Heir to a very large fortune, & seems, most happily to have every disposition for
spending it generously & benevolently...[she] is to have a Town House though no country one, for
she & Mr A are to divide their summer between their two Fathers', at Norbury Park &
Woodlands126.
Letters to Sicily took a long time, but when he heard the news Charles Lock wrote to his father that it has
'filled my heart with the sincerest joy'. He continued:
I know no one to whom I should so readily have wished her united as John Angerstein, nor a family
in England with whom a connection could be so congenial to all our desires...127
John Julius Angerstein and William Lock, friends for over forty years, must also have been delighted. The
marriage settlement consisted of 3% Bank stock to a nominal value of £33,333-6-8, which produced the
useful income of £1,000 a year. The document was signed by the two Angersteins, the younger William
Lock and Ayscoghe Boucherett . The latter two were the witnesses when John and Amelia were married
by special licence on 2nd October 1799 at Woodlands: they had narrowly failed to reach their golden
anniversary when Amelia died in 1848. Early in 1800 Susan Farington née Hamond, the wife of the diarist,
wrote to Anthony Hamond and told him that she had heard much said in favour of Amelia Angerstein's
'beauty and disposition'129, a view Angerstein certainly shared.
The Norbury circle suffered a serious loss early in 1800. Living poorly and locked for several years into a
loveless marriage with Molesworth Phillips, Susan's health had failed and in October 1799 he agreed that
she should travel from Ireland to England. The Locks feared that her departure might be held up as a result
of the Phillips's local debts, and sent £150 in case it was needed. Susan was not well enough to make the
journey until December, and her brother Charles Burney was the only member of the family to see her
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before she died a few days after she reached England. Phillips could not bring himself to write to Fanny and
instead wrote to William Lock:
Death has released our poor friend from great suffering have the goodness to communicate this
intelligence to Mrs D'Arblay in what manner you may think most propper you were one of the last
she spoke of. yours much obliged M Phillips13 .
Fanny was distraught, and for a year felt unable to receive visitors apart from her father and sisters and the
Locks: for the rest of her life she kept 6'n January as a special day of remembrance, and even died herself on
that day forty years later. With Susan gone, the Locks became even more important to her, especially
Frederica and Amelia, by now Mrs John Angerstein.
Eliza Angerstein never seems to have enjoyed robust health. In 1796 she had been seriously ill, as she
explained to Anthony Hamond:
...Soon after we came to Town [from Lincolnshire], I was taken very ill and confined to my room
for near a month. The instant I could bear the journey, Dr Warren sent me to Bath, where I now am
and much better...131
Another of the few letters from Eliza Angerstein that have survived is a cheerful one written in August 1796
from Woodlands, again to Anthony Hamond, whom she addressed as her brother though she was in fact her
brother-in-law. Her health was better and they hoped not to visit Bath until about the midle of September:
We have been here just a month with a house full of company. The latter end of next week we go
into Suffolk to spend ten days or a fortnight at Lord Huntingfield's... m
Maria Thomson (Angerstein's likely step-sister) had become Maria van Neck on her marriage in 1777, Lady
Vanneck when her husband inherited a baronetcy and Lady Huntingfield when Sir Joshua was made a baron
a month before the Angersteins' visit to Heveningham Hall. In November Eliza wrote again:
I have been a great gadabout this summer. My stay at Bath but three weeks while Angerstein and his
son took a little tour in Devonshire and Cornwall...London is very dull and very dark. It is just two
o'clock and I can hardly see to write...133
As well as Eliza, there were three younger women upon whom Angerstein relied: his daughter Julia; his
younger step-daughter Emilia Boucherett; and his daughter-in-law Amelia. Another woman who might have
been in the same position was his elder step-daughter Anna Peterella Hartsinck; but perhaps she and her
husband spent too little time in England after their marriage in 1785, although one of their sons was born in
London in 1791. They moved from Amsterdam to Hamburg when Jan Casper Hartsinck was appointed as
Minister to the United Provinces in that city; and while they were there they met one of the grandest of
grandes dames in the person of Charlotte Sophie, Countess Bentinck, who took a great liking for Anna
Peterella:
She has nothing weakly or womanish about her except her innate goodness, which incessantly
dominates her very cultivated mind. She is the best of women, the best of mothers, the best of sisters
and most helpful of friends. She has accomplished marvels of heroism here with her charity, her
humanity and her kindness134.
But by January 1795 the French had occupied the whole of Holland and William V, the Statdholder, was
compelled to leave his country for England. Hartsinck tried to hold on, but was compelled to surrender his
office at the end of the year. Hartsinck's brother-in-law Graaf van Bylandt directed the escape of the
Princess of Orange and Hartsinck wrote to the Princess to thank her for allowing 'his sister to accompany
her in the fishing boat'. The Hartsincks moved to England in August 1796 and Fanny d'Arblay met Jan
Casper and the van Bylandts two months later, remarking that the latter were 'going to pass three months at
Mr Boucherett's'1'0.
It would be surprising if Anna Peterella Hartsinck did not also spend time with her sister Emilia
Boucherett at Willingham, and the Angersteins no doubt made one of their regular visits. It seems logical to
suppose that Angerstein gave consideration to taking Hartsinck into partnership in place of Charles Lock: he
had useful international financial experience and contacts and he needed a new job. Instead, however,
matters took a different turn, when copies of plans for an Original Security Bank began to be circulated
about the end of November. This was a project with which Angerstein was not connected, though Hartsinck
was one of the three promoters along with William PI ay fair and, for reasons which are not clear, a
clergyman named Julius Hutchinson. Playfair was a clever man who was associated with a variety of
ventures, one being his claimed introduction of the French pattern of semaphore telegraphs to England,
which might have been the way he got to know Angerstein and through him Hartsinck. But most of
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Playfair's schemes turned out to be failures, and the Original Security Bank soon became another. The idea,
which echoed the South Sea Company's scheme of eighty years before, was that holders of Government
Securities and those issued by the East India Company could deposit them and receive Original Security
Bank notes instead. The Bank did open for business in January 1797, and attracted some attention; but it was
short both of capital and, it seems, of determination on the part of its principals. A mere ten months later the
Bank was forced to make an arrangement with its creditors, and this was immediately followed by the
bankruptcy of the partners1"16. The Countess wrote that a 'frightful reverse of fortune has plunged' Anna
Peterella into the 'depths of misery where she is supported by her goodness'. At the end of December she
asked her granddaughter to 'neglect nothing to obtain this passport [Anna Peterella] so ardently desires from
the Duke of Portland' (who conveniently was a Bentinck as well as Home Secretary) and later said that
Hartsinck had caused the misfortune 'innocently I feel sure, but nevertheless through his imprudence in
associating with such a worthless man [presumably Playfair] whom he should have known as such'137 Then
Hartsinck got his discharge from bankruptcy within a year - it is not known if Angerstein was involved and Countess Bentinck felt vindicated:
My heart overflows with joy. Your tribunals have pronounced in favour of Mr Hartsinck. They have
rendered him full justice. He is a little hot-headed and lively as a petard, but an honest man,
incapable of fraud and full of honour138.
Eliza Angerstein was taken ill again, this time fatally, and on 8th March 1800 Angerstein wrote to
Hamond:
It is with the utmost concern that I have to inform you that my poor Eliza is no more. She had been
indifferent for some months - she took to her bed about a Month ago - and died this day about 3
' i i
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o clock...
The death of Eliza at the age of 51 left Angerstein a widower for the second time. Her body was taken from
the Pall Mall house for burial at St Alfege, Greenwich, where she now lies in the family vault under the
church with John Julius and her predecessor Anna. Angerstein's second marriage lasted little more than
fourteen years, but it was a period during which he became much more self-assured and prepared to take a
lead: Anna's Dutchness, the demands of her two families and her age - she was some two years older than
Angerstein - contrasted with Eliza, who was English, well-connected, childless and fifteen years younger
than John Julius. The difference between his two wives is shown in their portraits, the domestic Anna
painted in a nursery setting by Reynolds and Lawrence's picture of the sophisticated Eliza showing her
sitting confidently looking out at the world with John Julius proudly standing behind her. Without Eliza
there would probably have been no house in Pall Mall; and if Angerstein had not had a home in the West
End there might never have been a collection of pictures.
The next item of family news thankfully was a happy one - the forthcoming marriage of William Lock,
still an eligible bachelor at 33. The early activities of Henry Constantine Jennings make him appear as an
ideal prospective father-in-law for the artistic William: he was born in 1731, and was the son of a friend of
William's grandmother Lady Schaub. After school and a brief spell in the army, he went to Italy and spent
seven years there, becoming interested in collecting of all kinds, with his most notable find being an antique
marble dog which he spotted in a back-street sculptor's workshop in Rome. When he returned to England with the sculpture, which had cost him about £80 - he settled down on his father's estate in Oxfordshire, to
which he was heir, and thereafter was always called Dog Jennings. He married and had a son, but his wife
died soon afterwards, and from then on he went from bad to worse. He mixed in aristocratic company and
took to horseracing, but he lost very badly and was imprisoned for debt in 1777-78140. The Annual Register
reported
This day was sold for one thousand guineas, the celebrated marble statue of a dog, known to the
virtuosi by the name of Alcibiades's dog, and supposed to be the most exquisite piece of sculpture
of the kind in the known world...141
By some means - perhaps as a result of his second marriage to Elizabeth Catherine Nowell - Jennings, now
settled in Essex, started collecting again. However he was again sent to a debtors' prison, this time in
Chelmsford, and once more his collection was sold. Then in 1792 he moved to London with his wife and
their daughter Elizabeth who had been born in about 1780.
William Lock and Elizabeth Jennings were married in St Marylebone Church on 4th August 1800, less
than three weeks after the diarists Fanny d'Arblay and Joseph Farington both recorded that the wedding was
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planned. Patently Elizabeth was no catch financially, but what she did have was described a number of years
later by Farington:
The beauty of Miss Jennings was so remarkable as to cause Her to be the object of general attention
durins two or three seasons successively in London without a rival to be put in competition with
her142.
However he had perhaps forgotten his own opinion when he actually saw her in 1803:
The front view of Mrs Wm Lock's face is the most beautiful view of it. Her face becomes
comparatively common when seen in other directions, Her teeth though not of the most perfect form
& proportion are very white. On the whole I do not think Her beauty transcendant, but that it has
been overrated. Her manners & mind however appear very natural & free from all artifice and
consciousness of being an object of notice141.
In spite of still being in mourning for her dead Susan, Fanny d'Arblay had met the bride-to-be in July and
found her nearly worthy to become a Lock:
To be daughter to Mr & Mrs Lock - to be sister to Amelia - & the chosen wife of William - if she
has a sense of her happiness, what, on this earth, will be incomplete?...She seems very natural, free
from vanity or airs, & unconscious of her beauty, which, however, I own I think has been
exaggerated. Amelia has much more perfect beauty; but I hope she is very amiable and will know
how to bless her happy stars...144
A full-length portrait of Elizabeth had been exhibited at the 1799 Academy and Farington wrote in his
diary:
Lawrence's picture of Miss Jennings was last night brought to the Academy & caused great alarm
among the portrait painters. Beechey said if He had seen it before He sent his pictures, He would
only have sent his portrait of Lord Cornwallis. Opie and Northcote also appeared to be struck with
it. West said, it made all the other portraits of women look like dowdies145.
The full-length portrait was cut down about 1912 and its present whereabouts are unknown146, so that it is
only possible to use photographs to compare it with the portrait which Lawrence painted of Amelia
Angerstein in 1799 and exhibited (not to such general plaudits147) at the Academy in 1800. That picture is
also not as it was first painted, because Lawrence subsequently added a young John Julius William holding
his mother's hand148. The boy, known as Julius, had been born on 9th November 1800, and eight days later
Fanny wrote to her father:
...Mr William Lock, who called here with his handsome wife, while I was writing this, charges me
to present you with his particular & affectionate Respects. The rest of the family is at Woodlands,
where Mrs Angerstein is very happy nursing her son & heir149.
In January 1801 Angerstein wrote to Hamond:
...I have the happiness to inform you that my son has made me a grandfather & that they are all
well. I have been at Richmond since poor Lady Northampton's death...[She] was buried with her
second husband Amyand150.
Angerstein clearly felt a responsibility towards his late wife's family: both Lady Northampton and her sister
Mrs Way were Eliza's aunts and both died soon after their niece.
While Angerstein was married to his first wife Anna, his life was divided between the City and
Woodlands, where the two children could be brought up in rural surroundings and yet were comparatively
close at hand. Life with Eliza had been altogether more peripatetic, with regular visits to Willingham, to spas
like Cheltenham and Bath and to their two homes in Blackheath and in Pall Mall, where they probably did
most of their entertaining. Little has survived about the Angersteins' social life at this period, though there
are a few references in The Francis Letters. In 1796 Mary Johnson was told by her sister Harriet Francis:
...Last night we had a large Party to Vauxhall but it was thought a better scheme to return to sup at
our house [in St James's Square] which they did...Angersteins, Mrs Boucherett, Macmahon, Ld P,
Mr Cholmondeley and a very pleasant evening... '51
Two years later Catherine Francis wrote of the occasion when;
Mrs Thomson and others paid a visit and our party is increased by Julia Angerstein'152
and in March 1799 Harriet told Mary that:
...On Saturday we took Miss Angerstein to the Opera. She is in remarkable good looks.You may
recollect that she was no favourite of mine at one time, but that is no longer the case...' 3
Some time afterwards Julia gave Catherine 'a pretty present' which was:
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A complete cap of beads which covers all my hair and has a very pretty effect154.
In March Catherine Francis told Mary Johnson:
...Last night we had a party here, it was larger than usual and went off with spirit...The Miss
Abrams were our great support, and with the Thomsons, Miss Tate and our own powers made up a
charming concert...15"
Harriet wrote again:
...Elizabeth [sister of Harriet and Catherine] dines at Mr Angerstein's today and goes to the Antient
Music...and your brother and I are going in the evening to Miss Berry's... 156
Later she told Mary:
...When we get home find a Box from Mr Boucherett in Lincolnshire containing a great quantity of
the most beautiful natural flowers, Roses Provence, Blush and Moss, Pinks, Double Wallflowers,
Beautiful Hyacinths, Orange Flowers in perfection, various beautiful Geraniums it was a most
valuable and delicious present. The party on Friday at Mrs Thomson's was very numerous and some
good Musick... 157
Mary Berry, to whom Catherine referred, was an accomplished authoress who, with her sister Agnes had
once been an intimate friend of Horace Walpole. Angerstein arranged loan subscriptions for both Mary
Berry and Harriett Abrams, a soprano who had made her debut in 1775 and then in 1780 left Drury Lane to
become a leading singer at fashionable London concerts such as earlier Antient Music performances. By the
1790s Harriett, with her sisters Theodosia, who was a contralto, and Eliza, who both sang and played the
piano, appeared only at private concerts. Lord Mount Edgcumbe wrote:
The Misses Abrams, who were unrivalled in their time, and whose united voices formed the very
perfection of harmony... still continued to delight their friends in private till lately158.
Harriet Francis described an occasion in July 1801 which Angerstein did not attend, but it was no doubt
typical of the sort of music and good living that he and his family enjoyed. The party took place at Waverley
Abbey, near Farnham, where John Thomson owned the Abbey ruins, a modern house and over 500 acres.
Harriet wrote:
Miss Abrams's are here and singing most beautifully. There never was such a musical treat...We
arrived in time to be very comfortably dressed, went to Dinner, found 3 Miss Abrams, Lord P, Mr
Andrews, Philip, Mr Fulham, and Mr Bonar Junior, extremely chearful, plenty of strawberries and
cream...Immediately after dinner cane to the door a jaunting car, sociable and curricle, which
accommodated all the Company, and we took a charming drive, returned and found such a Thé
prepared as if nobody had dined. This meal being over we set out upon a Walk, returned to the
singing and supper. Yesterday was passed in much the same manner, only with the variation of the
Singers being in the Boat on the Water, and our driving about the Ruins in the Car.. .This evening
we are to have a grand procession of Nuns, one to take the Veil, in the Ruins of the Abbey, singing
of a solemn sort by these sister Syrens...They are making hay in the meadow opposite, which adds
much to the effect of the Water and Ruins... You know how good natured the Thomsons always are
to us, and people must have very bad Taste not to be satisfied with Life at this Place... I59
On another occasion Harriet told Mary that Lord Palmerston had paid a visit, and 'Mrs J Angerstein also,
and brought her little boy'160; subsequently Mary was promised 'a very agreeable party in the evening at Mr
Angerstein's' 161 when she visited London, and later Philip Francis wrote to Catherine and said that:
...In removing to Woodlands you have taken an advisable step, and now let me advise you to
remain there ...My humble duty to Lady Ju and hearty thanks, not compliments to Mrs Angerstein
and all your Society...If you want money, desire Mrs An to advance you three shillings and
sixpence out of her own pocket, on my account, which I shall repay with lawful interest...162
Francis gave his family nicknames and 'Lady Ju' must have been his name for Julia Angerstein. The former
scourge of the Establishment also had a softer side to his nature.
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